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This week was at once hectic yet saw little activity.
No new legislation was introduced that we have to be concerned with which relates to our
profession. Some bills still are introduced that could affect us as general citizens. Starting next
week you will see few bills introduced as we are pass the point where they can pass both houses
and, since this is the last year of a two year term, they would die anyway. That was the little
activity.
The hectic reference was to the fact that we are upon the last day (Monday, the 29th) that bills
can make it through, hence the calendars were long and debate was furious…for those who were
desperate.
For those interested, HR1112, the Constitutional amendment to require the members of the BOR
to be elected by the people, is dead.
The bills we have been following, most of which deal with weapons, are dead. A few are not
including HB859, the BIG, “campus carry” bill. It is now in the Senate. We continue to work
with others who are against this bill and I will be in touch with the leadership in both houses.
That segues into a question I get many times. People ask, “what is it I actually do?!”
Well, here is an overview of an answer. There are a variety of things that have to be done and
there are a number of ways to do them. My preference of doing is to stay behind the public view
and do my talking in private. Only if I have to make a show of something do I make sure people
know what I am working on.
What I do, in no particular order; I read the sheets each day to see what was introduced in each
chamber and, when the calendars start, to follow them also, in case I missed something. When I
see a bill that we have an interest in and I feel we are on the opposite side I start to assess who is
with us and we work out a gameplan. If it is an issue we agree with, I merely let the authors know
that and offer assistance if they want it. This is called tracking legislation. If an appearance in a
committee is needed we do that. Referring back to the comment about being against a bill,
sometimes it is necessary to go from member to member to garner their vote. If this is needed, we
are desperate, sometimes like with our ORP bills!
Then there is the budget. That I work on in concert and behind the BOR unless we have been
shortchanged. Rarely has the BOR done that, it is usually done by the Governor or changed and
done by the Legislature. At that point we (me and the staff of the BOR) divvy up members and
lobby them in groups.
Then there are the numerous times I have to talk with the Chancellor or members of the BOR
about things they can do alone without General Assembly involvement. That is done on a
year-round basis.
Lastly, I am kept up-to-date by the staff of the central office to make sure I know things that are
GOING to happen that I would not know without their kindness.
I look forward to further discussion next week in Milledgeville.


